Oxidative stress-induced autophagy in plants: the role of mitochondria.
The strictly regulated removal of oxidized structures is a universal stress response of eukaryotic cells that targets damaged or toxic components for vacuolar or lysosomal degradation. Autophagy stands at the crossroad between cell survival and death. It promotes survival by degrading proteins and organelles damaged during oxidative stress, but it is also activated as a part of death programs, when the damage cannot be overcome. Evidence is accumulating that the cellular sites of ROS production and signaling may be primary targets of autophagy. Therefore, autophagosomal targeting of mitochondria (mitophagy) is of particular importance. Mitophagy is a selective process that can specifically target dysfunctional mitochondria, but also mitophagy may play a role in controlling the number and quality of mitochondria during stress. Here we review the mechanisms of both non-specific autophagy and mitochondrial targeting in plants, drawing analogies and emphasizing differences with yeast and mammalian systems.